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ABSTRACT 
If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and A = [a,] is an n X n 
complex matrix, then let A tkl denote the k x k principal submatrix [~~~]lk,~=i, and let 
Ack) denote the corresponding complementary principal submatrix. The inequality of 
Fischer guarantees us that if A E&P,, the n X n positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices, then det A < det AIkI det Ack) for k, 1 Q k < n. We present a careful 
analysis of the Fischer error function gk(A) = det AIkl det ACk’ - det A that is based 
on certain geometric invariants. This analysis leads to various expansion formulas and 
a matrix theoretic refinement and extension of the Fischer inequality. In particular, 
for each k such that 1 < k < n we present k + 1 matrix functions 
b.k, +l,k,..., *k’k,k> such that if A E&“,, then (clO, k( A) = det A, &, k(A) = 
det AIkI det Ack’, and I&~(A) < &+ i, k (A)foreachisuchthatOgigk-l.Aswe 
demonstrate, the matrix functions I,!$,, k, $1, k, . . . , @k, k are Closely related t0 the 
various Laplace expansion formulas for the determinant function. For example, the 
inequality I)~,~(A) Q +i, k( A), A E %“, translates into det A Q 
(l/k)Cf j= 1( - l)‘+jaij det A(ilj), where A = [ajj] and A(ilj) denotes A with row i 
and column j deleted. As a bonus we obtain inequalities for the higher order 
differences of the sequences I),,, k( A), I/Q, k( A), . . . , +k, k(A) where A E q. Specifi- 
cally, we define the difference operator V according to Vx, = xi - xi+ i, and show 
that if A E &“, and 4 + t < k, then (- 1)4 V%&, k( A) > 0. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 
1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Determinant inequalities, such as the inequalities of Hadamard [z] and 
Fischer [ 11, have found various applications within mathematical analysis. For 
example, if A EJ~, the n X n complex matrices, and an estimate for ldet Al 
is desired, then we may apply the Hadamard inequality 
det B Q fib,,, 
t=1 
which holds for all B = [bij] E&“,, to obtain 
ldet Al2 = det( A*A) < fi ( A*A),,. 
t=1 
Letting a, denote the tth column of A, this translates into 
bet Al G tfill~tl12 1’2. ( i 
In fact, this very inequality was involved in the first solution to any of the 
various formulations of the Dirichlet problem [3]. R. Redheffer [W] has even 
shown that the Riemann conjecture is equivalent to a certain asymptotic 
determinant inequality. Our inequalities improve dramatically upon those of 
Hadamard and Fischer, and thus offer the prospect of some progress on 
conjectures such as Redheffer’s. Moreover, our results can be construed to 
provide both upper and lower bounds for the determinant function. Though 
lower bounds are quite rare, we shall demonstrate that they may be obtained 
by considering second order differences in the various sequences 
$a, k(A), $1, k( A), . . . > & k(A) where A E<. 
One of the most beautiful determinant inequalities was discovered by I. 
Schur [27], who showed that if G is a subgroup of S,, the symmetric group 
on {l, 2,. . . , n}, and h is a character of G, then 
A(e)det A Q c A(m) ha,,,(,) 
UEG t=1 
for each A E%, where e denotes the identity element in S,. Schur’s 
inequality has been extended somewhat by Merris and DaSilva 1101, who 
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showed that the above still holds if A is a positive semidefinite function from 
S, to @. Schur’s inequality led to the permanent dominance conjecture, 
which has been considered in several recent articles. Surveys appear in [221, 
[16], andJl21. 
We shall present a careful analysis of the error function gk, defined for 
A E &” by Zk( A) = det AtkI det A (k) - det A, expressing it as a polynomial 
in cerkn geometric invariants. This polynomial is used in conjunction with 
certain information about the Grassman spaces to obtain Theorem 1, which is 
a refinement and extension of the Fischer determinant inequality and is our 
main result. Analogous inequalities for the permanent function were obtained 
previously by this author and presented in [23]. The proof of Theorem 1 is 
presented in Section 5. 
If p and q are positive integers, then let Yqr denote the set of all 
increasing functions from { 1,2, . . . , p), denoted by _‘r, to Ys. Throughout, 
we shall focus on positive integers n and k such than n > k. Given 5 EY/, 
1 < t < k, we let t* denote the unique increasing function from Y”/z to 
S, /L%‘( 5 ), where 9( 6 ) denotes the range of 5, and define 5 U 5 * to be the 
member of S,, the symmetric group on Yn, whose restriction to -U; is 5 and 
whose restriction to 2Y/J4 is t*. Let E denote the signum function. 
If A = [aij] is a member of La and 5, n EYE’, where 1 < t < n, then 
we let A[ 5 Iv] denote the t X t matrix [atCiX ,J and we let A( 5 17) denote 
the corresponding complementary submatrix of A. Thus, Atkl = A[ bk ] +I and 
ACk’ = A( bk 1 bk ), where Lo denotes the identity map on Yk. Given an infinite 
sequence (x,, xi, x2,. . .), we define the difference operator Q according to 
Qx, = xi - xi+r, and obtain higher order differences in the customary man- 
ner. Thus, 
Q9x, = 5 (-1)j ; x~+~. 
j=O 0 
If I < t < k and A L&, the n X n complex matrices, then define 
By Jl,,, k(A) we mean det A, and if t > k, then I,!I~ k denotes the zero 
function. The following theorem is proved in Section 5. It is to be understood 
that differencing (via Q) is with respect to t not k. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k Q n. Zf t 
and q are nonnegative integers such that t + q Q k, then ( - 114 V&, k(A) z 
0 for each A E 3. In particular, 
= det ALk]det ACk) 
for each A ET. 
Specializing Theorem 1 to the case q = 2 and t = 0, we obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY I. Zf n and k are positive integers such that 2 < k < n, then 
detApi,$ (-I)i’j aijdet A(ilj) - &k(A) 
I,]-1 
for each A ~3. 
The functions +!I~, k, I+!J~, k . . . , +!I~, k,. . . , $k, k are closely related to the 
Laplace expansion formulas for det(*), for, if 5 is any member of yi, then we 
have 
&A= c ~(5U5*)~(77U?l*)detA[5117]detA(5177). (1.1) 
17 Gf 
This is what is known as expansion along rows t(l), t(2), . . . , t(t). If we now 
average over 3/, we obtain 
det A = 
xdet A[ 5lv] det A( 51~). 
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To clarify further, fix k < n and imagine a generic n X n matrix A parti- 
tioned into blocks An, A,,, A,,, and A,, of sizes k X k, k X (n - k), 
(n - k) X k, and (n - k) X (n - k), respectively. The formula (1.1) in- 
volves two types of terms of the form E(5 u 5*)E(7) u 
q,)det 45lvldet A(tb$, namely, those in which A[ 5 lq] is a submatrix of 
A,,, that is, those in which A[ 5 171 is contained entirely within the upper left 
comer of A, and those in which A[ 6 171 is not a submatrix of An. To obtain 
ICI,, k( A) we sum those terms 4 5 U 5, )4q U q*> det A[ .$I71 det A( t 1~) in 
which A[ 5 In] is a submatrix of A,, and divide by 
( i 
‘1’ . It is therefore natural 
to think of the expression for Icl,,k(*), 0 < t < k, as a partial Laplace expan- 
sion. 
It may also be helpful to consider the (n + 1) X (n + 1) matrix ‘$,, = 
[I&.~(-)], where for convenience we define I& 0 = det(*). Observe that each 
member of the first row of ‘$3,, is det(*). Moreover, the Laplace expansion 
formula (1.1) implies that each of the functions I,/+ .(*), 0 Q t c n, is also 
det(*); hence, each member of the last column of (pi is also deti.1. If t > k, 
then &, k(.) = 0; thus, ‘$,, is upper triangular. On the main diagonal of qp, 
we have the function I,$,, ,(*I, I&, r(e), I&J*), . . . , t/t,,, “C-1, which produce the 
sequence 
det A = det A[‘] det A(‘), det A[‘] det A(‘), . . . , det Al”] det A(“) = det A 
when evaluated at a member A of A*. Theorem 1 implies that the columns 
of ‘$3, are nondecreasing when restricted to Zn. 
2. GROUP ALGEBRAS, TENSOR SPACES, AND 
MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
Our proofs and several of our theorems involve multilinear algebra, 
particularly the Grassman spaces, and some elementary information about 
group algebras. The group algebra CG associated with the finite group G is 
the set of all functions from G to @ endowed with the natural vector space 
operations and a multiplication defined by 
(k)W = c f(~T-l>&> (2.1) 
7EG 
for each f, g E CG and u E G. We also provide CC with an involution 
f + f* defined so that f* (a> = f( K ‘) for each (+ E G, and an inner 
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product [e, * 1 defined for each f, g E @G by 
IffE @Gandf* =f,thenf is said to be Hermitian. If f is Hermitian and 
[f;, x] > 0 for each x E CG, then f is said to be positive semidefinite. We 
shall employ the standard formal sum notation to represent members of CC; 
thus, if f E CG, then we may write f = CcEGf(a)c. The symbol e will be 
used to denote the identity element in both G and CG. 
In conjuction, the multiplication, the involution, and the inner product 
satisfy the computational properties listed in the following lemma. We omit 
the proof. 
LEMMA 1. Zf G is a finite group and f, g, and h are members of CC, 
then (a> (fg)* = g*f*, (b) [fg, hl = [g, f*hl = [f, hg*l, Cc> [f, gl = 
(fg*Xe) = (g*fXe), and Cd) llfl12 = <pXe> = (f"fXe). 
Lemma 1 implies that elements of the form g*g, where g E @G, are 
both Hermitian and positive semidefinite (p.s.d.1. Moreover, by considering 
the matrix units afforded by the Wedderburn decomposition of the semisim- 
ple algebra CC, it is p ossible to show that if f E CG is p.s.d., then there 
exists a g in CG such that f = g*g. Thus, we have the following. 
LEMMA 2. Zf G is a finite group and f E CC, then f is positive 
semidefinite if and only if there exists g E @G such that f = g*g. 
The matrix functions involved with the Fischer inequality-and indeed, 
those functions with which we shall refine the Fischer inequality-are 
members of a class of matrix functions that have come to be known as 
generalized matrix functions. For each n we define the function [.I(*) : CS, X 
Jn + C according to 
for each f E CS, and A = [a,] in An. For example, if f = 1, the identically 
1 function, then [f I(*) = pel(*), th e p ermanent function, while if f = E, the 
signum function, then [fK*) = detS.1. Given any subset a of S,, we let 1, 
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denote the indicator function for a, that is, the function that is constantly 1 
when restricted to Q and constantly 0 otherwise. By ??n we mean the 
pointwise product of E with 1. Thus, letting Gk denote the set of all u E S, 
such that a(Sk) =S,, the inequality of Fischer [l], namely that det A < 
det AikI det A(&) whenever 1 < k Q n - 1 and A E q, translates into 
1 EK A) < [ eGI.]( A), while the inequality of Lieb [S], namely that per A > 
per AIkI per ACk) whenever A ~2~ and 1 < k < n - 1, translates into 
IlKA) > [lGk](A) for each A E%. 
If both f and A are Hermitian then [f]< A) is real, while if both f and A 
are positive semidefinite then [fK A) > 0. Generalized matrix functions are 
the functions [fK*) where f is Hermitian. We shall ordinarily restrict the 
functions [fK*> to &“,. The matrix functions JI,, k, defined above, are of 
course, generated by various elements of the group algebra CS,, that is, for 
each t and k there exists a W;” E CS, such that ICI,, k( A) = [@ ]( A) for each 
A E%“. The elements qtk will be identified in the next section, wherein 
various other properties of the functions &;, k are presented. 
If V is a finite dimensional complex vector space, then we let T,,,(V) 
denote the set of all n-linear functions from V X V X e-0 X V (n copies) to 
C. Thus Ui,(V) is just V*, the dual of V. Of course, Un,(V) is itself a complex 
vector space with respect to the usual (and natural) operations, and any inner 
product ( . , * > on V extends naturally to an inner product, also denoted by 
( * , * ), on U,,,(V). For more details see [14] or [15]. 
From now on we shall regard V as being a fured nontrivial finite 
dimensional complex vector space of appropriately large dimension with 
inner product ( * , - > that has been extended to the spaces Unr,<V>, n > 0, in 
the standard way. Thus the notation U”(V) will be abbreviated to Un. If 
A E U,, and B E Up then A 8 B, the tensor product of A and B, is the 
member of Un + p such that 
for each vi, us,. . . , v,,+~ E V. Note that ]I A @ B]] = ]I A](. ]]I?]]. 
We define a group action of S, on Un which we extend to the group 
algebra CS,, thus converting U,, into a CS,-module. If u E S, and A E Un, 
then we let aA denote the member of U,, defined by 
for all vi, u2,. . . , v, E V. It is easy to see that eA = A, and u(TA) = (~7) A 
for each u, r E S,. We extend by defining fA to be C, E s, f(a)uA for each 
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f E CS, and A E lf,,. Note that if cr E S, and A, B E lfn then (aA, B) = 
(A, a-‘B); hence, if f E @S, then (fA, B) = (A,f*B). If B E T,,,(V), 
then B is said to, be decomposable if there exist fi, fi, . . . , f,, in V* such 
that B =fi @f2 8 --- 8 fn. If B = fi 8 fi @ *-a @f, and o E S,, then we 
have 
and II41 = II~~,llf,ll. 
A connection between inequalities for the generalized matrix functions 
restricted to 3 and the spaces U”. is provided by the following well-known 
result, whose proof, which we omit, consists mainly of the observation that if 
u E S, and Y = y1 8 yz Q *.. @ yn, where yl, yZ,. . . , yn are in W*, then 
(aY,Y> = (Y, o-l Y > = rl,n= i( yt, y&. 
LEMMA 3. Zf A = [aij] is in g, h E @S,, and yl, y2, . . . , y,, are 
members V* such that aij = ( yi, yj> for each i andj such that 1 < i, j < n, 
then 
= (hy,y), (2.4) 
where Y = y1 Q yz 8 ... 8 I_J,,. 
Lemma 3 immediately implies the following, which is Lemma 1 of [14]. 
LEMMA 4. Zf g and h me in @S, then [g](B) Q [h](B) for each B ~&l: 
if and only if ( gY, Y > Q ( hY, Y > for each decomposable Y E U,,. 
If B E U,, satisfies c+B = E(U) B for each u E S, then B is said to be 
alternating. The set of all B E Un such that B is alternating is a subspace of 
Un, which we denote by R.(V), or just A,. If B E A, and C E A, then 
B A C denotes [(n + p)!]-k(B @ C), a member of A,+r. Thus, if 
fi,fi ,..., f, areinV*,then 
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Various facts about the Grassman spaces A, will be used freely. For 
example, if xi, x2,. . . , xq are in !I*, then 
(2.5) 
where in general, if x,, x2,. . . , xy are members of a complex vector space 
with inner product ( * , -) then the Gram matrix Gr(x,, x2,..., xq) is the 
q X q matrix of inner products (xi, rj>. The multiplication A is associative, 
and the direct sum @,?= 1 Ai, where m is the dimension of W, is an algebra A 
good reference is [B]. 
3. THE FUNCTIONS I//~,,+ AND ‘Pt 
In this section we shall identify the elements *: of CS,, that generate the 
matrix functions I,!J~, k(a) in the sense that I/+, (.) = [*:I(*) for all admissible t 
and k. After defining the functions qtk, we obtain some of their basic 
properties, including certain expansion formulas that involve another group of 
functions, namely the functions L!, which we also introduce in this section. 
The final result is the proof of the identity I&, ,(.I = [W,k](*). 
Given a finite set A, we let S(A) d enote the symmetric group on A, and 
we let &A) denote the idempotent symmetrizer IS(A’C, t s(hj~(cr)~. If 
A is the empty set, then by -W’(A) we shall mean e. If 1 6 q < n, then by G,, 
we shall mean S(Yq>. S(Yn/Yq), that is, the set of all cr E S,, such that 
(~(3~) =Yq. By G, and G, we mean S,. If 0 < t < k, then we define 
where 
k!(n - t)! 
K,= (k_t)! 
Note that ‘4~: = E if k = n. If t > k, then by *F we shall mean 0. To 
simplify notation we let dq = &Ji;,), _% = x,/Yq, and 8, = MQ, /<, 1 = 
J.&$>. Thus, Wtk = [k!(n - t)!/(k - t)!jd+$‘dj. By cy and c:,, where 
0 < q < n, we shall mean q!_cr$ and (n - q>!_$ , respectively. Thus, 
‘I’; = [k!(k - t)!] -‘ckc;ck 
for each t such that 0 < t < k. 
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Some of the properties of the 9>, 0 < t < k, as elements of the group 
algebra @S,, are quite easy to obtain and are included in the following. 
LEMMA 5. If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, then each of 
the following is true: 
(a) ift > 0, then yrtk is Hermitian and p.s.d.; 
(b) q 0 < t < k, then 9/(e) = 1; 
(c) if t = 0 or k = n, then qtk = E; 
Cd) ‘Pi = eo 
k’ 
Proof. Since &;, and J$ are Hermitian idempotents for each t such that 
0 & t < 72, part (a> of IEmma I implies that &k&$&k = (~k~~.!$~k) = 
(L@$ )* <&$$k ). Hence, qtk is positive semidefinite and Hermitian by Lemma 
2. Of course, this implies that the matrix function [ *:I<-> satisfies [ lk: ]( A) > 
0 for each A EZ~. If t Q k then, by part (c) of Lemma I we have 
(dkxdk)(e) = ((dk)‘-$)(e) = (d!-@)(e) = [k!(n -t>!]-‘(CkC~)(e); 
hence, W/Ye> = [(k - t)!]-‘(ckcixe). Observe that 
ckc; = 
Moreover, UT = e, where cr E S@) and r E S(q), if and only if a(i) = i 
for each i E _4 and r(j) = j for each j E _‘,/s,. This implies that u and r 
are actually in S(J$,/~) and that 7 = o- ‘. There are clearly (k - t)! pairs 
(a, r) satisfying these conditions. Therefore, <ckc~Xe> = (k - t)! and q/(e) 
= 1 whenever t < k. Incidentally, this implies that if A is the n X n identity 
matrix then [ ‘PtkX A) = 1 for each t such that 0 Q t < k. Since statements 
(c) and (d) are more or less obvious, the proof is complete. 
Next we present a computational formula that is analogous to Lemma 6 of 
[14]. The proof is so similar that we have elected to omit it. For each t such 
that 0 < t =G k we let p(t) = (k - t>!(n - k - t)!(t!j2; thus p(O) = k!(n - 
k)!. 
LEMMA 6. Let d = IS,, 8, ,..., S,,,,] C3N+P, where 6, < c?,+~ for 
each i, 1 <i dn +p- 1. Let Az=AnYN, A”=An{N+ l,N+ 
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2 >**., N + P], and k = min{n, p}. Suppose n = IA”1 and p = WI. Then 
&(A) = tn : P) ia(-I)i( :I)( ~)~(A)~(A),~(Ar)~(A’) 
n 
where wi = llt=,(&, S,,,), 1 < i < k, and wO = e. 
There exists a certain latitude in the definition of the elements wi 
appearing in Lemma 6. In fact, we could just as well have defined wi to be 
lli,= r(ands+ i, %+J; for 
for any 8 E S(d) * S(Ar>. We are primarily interested in the special case 
N = k, P = n - k, ti =_Yr, and A =3,/9,. Thus, if 1 Q i < V, where 
Y = min{k, n - k}, then we let w,! = l-l:= l(k - s + 1, k + s), and let w0 = 
e. It is well known that the double cosets of Gk in S, partition S, and that 
k k 
wg, Ol’...’ 0,” are distinct representatives of those double cosets. Moreover, 
it is from this observation (in a slightly more general form) that the proof of 
Lemma 6 is derived. We shall prove the following. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t 
is a nonnegative integer such that t < k. Then 
where L(t) = min{k - t, n - k). 
Proof. Observe that if we let 4 denote [(k - t)!)-lx, E SCyk,4j~(~)7, 
then we have dke = e&k = zfk. We invoke Lemma 6 with A =J)T,/q, 
Ai = y&, and h’ = s,/yk to obtain 
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Thus, if we left and right multiply by &, and premultiply by K~, we obtain 
as required. ??
Letting C = k - v = max{O, 2k - n}, we observe that the double cosets 
of G, in S, are also the sets Hjk = Gkq_jGk as j ranges from 5 to k. 
Define 
Lj” = + c ??(cT)(+= +EH; 
0 j LTE H,k 0 _i 
(3.3) 
for each j such that 5 <j < k. If j < 5 or j > k, then by L$ we mean 0. 
Our objective is a set of linear equations relating *:, 0 < s < k, to L:, 
0 < t < k. Note that if 0 <j < V, then 
(3.4) 
But it is known (see [I4]) that the map (a, p) + arojp from G, X Gk to 
Ht_j is surjective with each element of H&j having exactly p(j) = (k - 
j)!(n - k - j)!(j!j2 preimages. Thus, we have the equation 
= dj) j 
[ 01 
k L;_j, (3.5) 
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which, in conjunction with (3.4) implies that 
Consequently, (3.2) implies that 
(3.7) 
since ‘Ptk = 0 if 2k - n > 0 and 0 Q t < 2 k - n. 
Solving the system (3.7) for the Lk,, 0 < s < k, in terms of the q:, 
0 < t < k, turns out to be trivial, for the identity (3.7) involves one of a pair 
of inverse relations involving binomial coefficients. By (4) on p. 45 of [26] we 
have the inverse pair 
(a) 
for each k > 0. Equation (3.7) transforms into (a) if we let 
and .zt = 
for each t such that 0 < t < k. Consequetly, (b) must also hold. Therefore, 
for each t such that 0 < t < k. 
216 
We define the binomial coefficient 
or 9 > m. If m > 0 
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to be 0 if m is a nonnegative 
> 0, then, as is customary [26], 
m+9-1 oq( 4 ). 
Incorporation of these conventions into (3.7) and (3.8) gives us 
THEOREM 2. If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t is a 
nonnegative integer, then 
We will now use Theorem 2 to express Vqq:, where it is to be 
understood that differencing is with respect to t, as a linear combination of 
the functions Li, s > 0. For each integer t > 0 we have 
= ,r, [~+)‘(~)(” ,!, q]L:T (3.10) 
where L(S) denotes min{q, s - t). But 
;g,-lY( T)( k ,4, ‘) = VWt), 
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where 
4(t) = (:I:) foreach t>O. 
Simple iteration of the basic binomial recurrence produces the identity 
;E)p(~)(~~:I:) = jk;fl”). (3.11) 
By substituting the right side of (3.11) in Equation (3.10) we obtain 
Thus, we have 
THEOREM 3. Zf n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t and 
q are nonnegative integers, then 
(3.12) 
To obtain an explicit formula for q:(c+) we introduce the function e 
defined for each o E S, by g(a) = 19, n U- ’ (Yk 11. Thus, if s is a nonnega- 
tive integer, then e(a) = s if and only if there are exactly s elements i E Yk 
such that a(i) E Yk. Our formula for Wtk< rr ) is contained in the following. 
LEMMA& Supose n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and let 
t be an integer such that 0 < t < k. Then 
44 foreach CTE S,. 
Equivalently, we have 
(3.13) 
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Proof. Suppose u E S, and 0 Q t < k. The sets G, w~__~G~, where 
max{O, 2k - n} <j < k, partition S,, so u must be in exactly one of these 
sets. We claim that (+ E G, w~_~G~ if and only if e(a) = j, for if r E 
Gk~t_jGk and r = ~w:_~P where (Y, /I E G,, then 
I-yTk n T(9J 1 = 1Yk n ( cyw~_j P)(A) ( =[ a-1(4) n (4jP)tgk) 1 
Thus, letting s denote e(o), we have 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8. ??
The following is the final theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4. lf n and k are positive integers such that k Q n, then for 
each positive integer t we have &,,(*) = [ lk: I(->. 
Proof. If t > k then both I,$ ,(*) = 0 and ‘$: = 0, so we may assume 
O<t<k. If t=O or k = n, then I+?~,~(*) = deli-1, while W: = E, but 
det A = [E](A) for each A EJ”; hence, we have &, k(*) = [w,” K-1 in either 
case. Henceforth, we assume k < n and 1 < t < k. 
Red that if 5 ~4, then LJ* denotes the unique increasing function 
from S,/4 to 3n/9( 5X and 5 U (* denotes the member of S, whose 
restriction to 4; is 5 and whose restriction to Yn/q is t*. Consider the 
equality 
c ??(6u &*)E(v U s)det A[Sh]det 4th). 
%fEp: se 
(3.14) 
We shall prove our theorem by transforming the right side of (3.14) into 
[9/K-) via (3.13). 
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Note that if <fr, gl> and <fa, gz) are p airs of functions with nonintersect- 
ing domains, and both f2 0 fr and g, 0 g, are defined, then <f, U g2)o(fi U 
gl) = <fi ofi> U (gz 0 gl). M oreover, note that if f and g are bijections 
with nonitersecting domains and nonintersecting ranges, then <f U g)-’ = 
f ’ U g-‘. Let S: denote S(Y,/I), and observe that 
= c c c c [E(5U~*)E(77U77*)E(arUP)l 
gEp; qG aes, PCS; 
Since ~(5 u ,$,I = ~((5 u 5*>F1) = 4C1 u (4*)-‘), we have 
??( 6U 5*)+l u 8*b@ u P> 
= ??( 5-l u (5*)-‘)+l u 77*)4cf u P) 
= E((?Oa.+) u [7)*+(5*)-q). 
At this point it is easily seen that if we rearrange the above in the form 
c ~ES,S(cmk&7(t)~ then l(o) = ??(a)lZ, 1, where 2, is the set of all 
ordered quadruples ( 5, n, (Y, /3> such that t,q E J$;, (Y E S(Jr;>, and p E 
S@/A), and u = (77 0 (Y 0 5-l) U (7, 0 p 0 5,‘). Fix u E S,, and let A,, 
denote 3, n ae1(3/). Thus, Q(U) = IA,I. Note that if u is representable in 
the form (7) 0 (Y 0 6-l) U (v* 0 P 0 &l), then cr is a bijection from L%‘( 5) to 
L%(T), a subset of Zk; hence, if e(a) < t, then IZ, I = 0, so we must have 
l(a) = +T)lZ,l= +T)(Q(,,) = 0. 
We aim to show that 
{(a) = e(o)( ec,U)) forall t, 
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so suppose ~(a) > t. Define the map 4 : 2, +x such that +( t,q, (Y, p) 
= 5. If ( t,n, (Y, p> E 2,) then u maps ~6’( 0, a subset of Zk, onto L&‘(T), 
also a subset of 2,; hence, L%‘( 5) c A,. This implies that 4 maps 2, into 
374, A,), the set of all strictly increasing maps from 4 to A,. We claim 
that 4 is actually a bijection between 2, and AZ, A,>. Obviously 4 is 
injective. To show that 4 is surjective let 5 be a member of A3, A,). 
Then cr(A,) ~2~, so u 0 5 is an injective map from 4 to Yk. Let 1) denote 
the unique member of .$ with range equal to %(o 0 5 >, and let a denote 
the unique member of SC.-$ such that n 0 (Y = u 0 6. Thus, o restricted to 
L%‘((> is simply 77 0 (Y 0 5-l. Moreover, ,$ and 77 determine 5, and n.+, 
respectively, and u 0 ci is an injective map from Yn/4 to Y”/L%‘(~), while 
n* ??_a(Jir,&, Q%‘(n)>. Letting /3 denote the unique member of 
S(Yn/4) such that n* 0 p = (T 0 t*, we obtain that u restricted to LF( 6, ) 
is v* 0 /3 0 5;‘. Therefore, (T = 77 0 (Y Q 6-l U q* 0 p 0 6;‘. Since we have 
shown that 4 is a bijection, we infer that 
lZ,l =IY(s& A,)/ = e(to) . 
( i 
This implies that 
[(a) = e(o)( e(to)) incase t > g(a). 
The proof is therefore complete. ??
4. GEOMETRIC INVARIANTS 
Remarkably, the error function gk’k( A) = det AIkl det Ack) - det A may 
be reexpressed as a symmetric polynomial in certain geometric invariants. An 
explicit formula, and various of its consequences, are presented in Section 5. 
In this section we carefully examine the invariants themselves, relating them 
to the geometry underlying the matrix A. 
Our invariants involve pairs, (OJ, VW), of subspaces of V, of dimensions p 
and 9, respectively. By T,, we shall mean Ywgi_,gdw, where in general, if 
Y is a subspace of W, then we let ~8’~ denot_e the orthogonal projection of V 
onto Yz By T,, we mean the restriction of T,, to the invariant subspace w. 
Since T,, vanishes on w L , it should be clear that fU;,, and T,, have the 
same range. Moreover, we have ?,,w =LF&QPw = (PiJPw)*(P@&; 
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hence, both fU, and T’, are Hermitian and positive semidefinite. Since the 
projection 9, is the sum of fU, and the Hermitian positive semidefinite 
map Yw(Z - 9,)Pd,, each eigenvalue of fU, must be contained in the 
closed interval [0, 11. Furthermore, that VW ’ is contained in the nullspace of 
fU:,, implies that, mindful of multiplicities, the nonzero eigenvalues of fU, 
are the same as the nonzero eigenvalues of T,,. We recapitulate as follows. 
LEMMAS. Zf U and W are subspaces of W, then each of the following 
statements is true: 
(a) TUi;,, and T,, have the same range. 
(b) i;,, and T,, are Hermitian and positive semidejinite. 
(c) Each eigenvalue of TU, is contained in [0, 11. 
(d) Each nonzero eigenvalue of TU, is an eigenvalue of T,, with the same 
multiplicity. 
If UJ and VW are subspaces of V then by_ the (U, WV) sequence we shall 
mean the complete list of the eigenvalues of T,, in nonascending order, each 
eigenvalue repeated in accordance with its multiplicity. It is well known (see 
Theorem 1.3.20 of 171) that if A and B are square matrices of the _same size, 
then AB and BA have the same characteristic polynomial. Clearly, T,,, = L*L 
and i;,, = LL*, where L = YUYW,; hence, the (UJ, VW) sequence is the same 
as the (VW, LJ) sequence. Since the rank of T,,, cannot exceed dim VV and the 
rank of T,, cannot exceed dim U, this implies that if z+, pz,. . . , /.L” is the 
(UJ, VW> seuqence, then pi = 0 unless 1 < i Q minidim UJ, dim W). Moreover, 
according to Lemma 9, the (UJ, WI sequence is, except for zeros, the same as 
the corresponding list of the eigenvalues of T,,. Thus, if h # 0, then h is an 
eigenvalue of T,, if and only if h is an eigenvalue of T,, of exactly the same 
multiplicity. We have proven 
LEMMA 10. Suppose UJ and W are subspaces of W, and t.~, t+ . . . , p, 
is the (UJ, W> sequence. Then: 
(a> The W, W) se q uence is identical to the (W, U) sequence. 
(b) Zfv=min{dimU,dimW}thenpi=Oifv<i<n. 
(c) Zf h # 0, then A is an eigenvalue of T,, of multiplicity q if and only if 
h is a eigenvalue of T,, of multiplicity q. 
If (U, W) and (V, W’) are pairs of subspaces of V, then we shall say that 
(OJ, W) is equivalent to (V, W’) if th ere exists a unitary map Q from W to W 
such that Q(U) = UJ’ and Q(W) = W/‘. As we shall show in the main 
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theorem of this section, subspace pairs (LJ, VW) and (V, VW’) such that 
dimU = dime] and dim W = dim W’ are equivalent if and only if the 
(U, W) sequence is the same as the (V, VW’) sequence. The proof of this 
theorem depends upon a rather thorough analysis of the maps FU, and Fw,,. 
We present this analysis in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Zf UJ and W are subspaces of V, then i’,,(x) = x gand only 
if x E UJ n VW. Furthermore, T,,(x) = x if and only if x E U f~ VW. 
Proof. If x E U n W, then it is obvious that i’,,(x) = x, since then 
both Pd, and 9, leave r fxed. Conversely, if fU,< x) = x, then x = 
9~9”&,QJ(X), so 
9Q( x) = (9&)29~‘P”Ba/(x) =9”,,9,Pp,( x) = x, 
which implies that x E VW. But, if i’,,(x) = x and x E VW, then 
which implies that 0 = llx(12 - ll~U(x)112 = IKZ -~UXx)l12, that is, x E UJ. 
Thus f”,(x) = x if and only if x E OJ n VW. 
If T”,(x) = x then, as we have just shown, x E $! n VW, so T’,,(x) = 
fu,(x) = x. Similarly, if T’,(x) = x _then x E VW, so T’,(x) = ‘Z,,(x) = x. 
Therefore, T,,(x) = x if and only if T,,(x) = x. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. ??
If L is a linear map, then we let J(L) denote the nullspace of L, and, as 
above, we let 9(L) denote the range of L. 
LEMMA 12. Zf U and VW are subspaces of W, then NT,,) = W n LJ L , 
fifuw> = W ’ @(W n U ’ ), and 9(T,,) is the orthogonal complement of 
VW n OJ ’ in VW, that is, %T,,) is the set of all x E W such that x is 
orthogonal to each member of W n U ’ . 
Proof. IfxEwnuL, then Pw(x) = x and 9”(x) = 0; thus T,,(x) 
= 0. Conversely, if T,,(x) = 0, then x E VW and 0 = (9’~9@‘yll,(x), X> 
= (~$,~a~(x), ~,,Jx)> = (.PJx), x) = l19u(x)l12; hence 9Jx) = 0, 
and we may conclude that x E VW n 111’ . Therefore, AT,,) = VW n U’ . 
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If x E V then x = x1 + xs, where x1 = (I -S,)(X) and xp =9,(x). 
Thus, i;,,(x) = ~U,<x,) + fU,(x,) = TU,(r,), so f’,,(x) = 0 if and only if 
TU,(x,) = 0. That is, z,(x) = 0 if and only if the projection of r into VW is 
amemberofkV/tLJ’. This is of course equivalent to the statement that 
Jul?J = WI e(VV n U’). 
The range of any Hermitian linear map from VW to VV is the orthogonal 
complement of its nullspace. Since AT,,) = VV n U’ , the range of T,, 
must be the set described. ??
Let X and 72 denote 9(T,,) and .%‘(T,,), respectively. By X, we shall 
mean the direct sum of the eigenspaces to T,, that correspond to eigenval- 
ues other than 0 and 1. Define Z, analogously with respect to T,,. By 
Lemma 11, LJ n VW is the eigenspace of both T,, and T,,, corresponding to 
the common eigenvalue 1; hence, since I’,, is Hermitian, we have Z = Z, @ 
(U n W). Moreover, by Lemma 12, W n UJ’ is the T,, eigenspace corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue 0; hence, 
(4.1) 
Similarly, X = X, @ (UJ n VW) and 
U_J=X,e(OJnW)e(UJnWL). (4.2) 
We let r = dim@.. n W) and v = dim Z,. Thus, dim H = Y + r. In the 
following, if A is an eigenvalue of T,,, then WA denotes the corresponding 
T,,-eigenspace. We define U, analogously with respect to T,,. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose U and W are subspaces of W, and let X and Z be 
as &scribed above. Then 9, is an isomorphism from Z to X, and 9,, is an 
isomorphism from X to B. Moreover, if A is a nonzero eigenvalue of T,,, 
then 9, restricted to WA is an isomorphism from WA to UJ,. Zf {jJ”“{ is an 
orthonormul basis for H such that for each i, 1 Q i < Y + r, fi is an 
eigenvector of T, w with eigenvalue hi, then {h,~1/29,(fi)}~‘; is an orthonor- 
mu1 basis for X such that for each i, 1 < i < v + r, A,~‘/29v(fi) is an 
eigenvector of T,, with eigenvalue Ai. 
Proof. If x E 72 and go(x) = 0, then x E W n UJ i . But, by Lemma 
12, Z and W n UJ' are complementary; hence, x = 0. This proves that 9o 
restricted to Z is injective. 
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Clearly, P&Z’> c U. We wish to show that P&Z) c X. By Lemma 12 
we known that U is the direct sum of U n VW ’ and X, the former being the 
nullspace of T,, and the latter being its range. If x E Z and y E U n VW ’ , 
we have (~Jx), y) = (r, Sat,(y)) = (x, y) = 0. Thus, PJx>, being or- 
thogonal to each member of UJ n VW * , must be a member of X. Therefore, 
P”(Z) c x. 
To complete the proof that ~8’~ : h + X is an isomorphism we must show 
that pd, maps Z onto X. If x E X, then there exists y E UJ such that 
T’,(y) = X. But then x =Po(z), where z =9,,~F’o(y). Clearly, z E W. 
We wish to show that z E B, so let w be a member of W CI UJ ’ , and note 
that (z. w> = (~“~9’Jy), w> = (9$,(y), 9w(w)) = (9$,(y), w> = 
( y, 9Jw)) = 0. Since z E W, and z is orthogonal to each member of 
WnuI, z must be in Z. That 9 w : X -+ Z is also an isomorphism follows 
via essentially the same argument. 
Suppose A is a nonzero eigenvalue of T,,, and let WA be as previously 
described. By Lemma 10, A must be an eigenvalue of T,, with exactly the 
same multiplicity. Thus, letting U, be the corresponding T,,-eigenspace, we 
know from Lemmas 9 and 10 that WA and U, have the same dimension. 
Since 9” has been shown to map Z isomorphically onto X, we may infer that 
Pr, is an isomorphism from WA to U, if we can show that Pt,(WA) is 
contained in 111,. But, if r E WA, then x E W and T,,(x) = Ax; hence, 
Therefore, LF’Jx) E U,, as required. 
We note that no one of the numbers A,, A,, . . . , A,,+,. is zero. Moreovoer, 
{fi}:2; is a basis for E. Therefore, the fact that TU : Z + M is an isomor- 
phism implies that {A; ‘/2sdU(fi)~~; is a basis for X. We need only show that 
this basis is orthonormal. Let ei = A,~‘/2.PU(fi) for each i such that 1 G i Q 
v + r, and observe that 
{AiAj)1’2(ei, ej) =( S,(J), S,(h)) =( S,(f,),fJ 
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Thus, ( ei, ei) is 0 if i # j, and 1 if i = j. Observe that 
for each i such that 1 Q i < Y + r. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
??
We defined the vectors e,, 1 < i < v + r, in terms of the vectors fi, 
1 Q i Q v + r. However, it is clear from Lemma 13 that we could just as well 
have obtained the vectors ei, 1 Q i < v + r, from X and T,, in the same 
manner that the vectors fi, I < i < v + r, were obtained from Z and T,,,. 
However we proceed, we have the dual equalities 
Sufi = A:12e, and gwei = A:/“f, 
for each i such that 1 < i < v + r. From now on we shall assume that 
Cfi>,“= 1 C z, and CjJC’y’+ 1 c LJ n ‘VW. Thus, these sets are orthonormal bases 
for the Z, and UJ n VW, respectively. We let V0 denote (I - gwXX,). 
LEMMA 14. Suppose U and W are subspaces of W, and let Z, Z,, X, 
X,, and VO be a previously described. Let {fJ”’ 1 be an orthonormul basis 
for Z, consisting of eignvectors of T,,, and let A,, A,, . . . , A,, be the 
associated eigenvalues. Then Z - 9, is an isomorphism between X, and YO. 
Moreover, {[ Ai(l - A,)]-‘/2( Z - S,)Pr,(fi)}F= 1 is an orthonormal basis for 
o/,. 
Proof. If x E X, and (I -Pi) = 0, then x E U and Pw(x) = X; 
hence, x E u n VW. Recall that U n VW is the eigenspace of T,, associated 
with the eigenvalue 1, while X, is the direct sum of the other eigenspaces, 
excepting the 0-eigenspace. Thus, M, and U n VW intersect trivially, so 
x = 0. Since we defined Va to be (I - L@‘~XX,,), this proves that Z - 
9w :X, + V. is an isomorphism. But, by Lemma 13, 9’, : if’,, + X, is an 
isomorphism; hence, the composition (I - .Pw,)Pd, : Z, + V,, must also be 
an isomorphism. Moreover, (I - 9,)gr, must map {fi)L= 1 to a basis for Vo. 
Since no one of the numbers ~~ = [ Ai(l - Ai)]-1/2, 1 < i < v, is zero, 
{Ki(Z -~~)~1~l(fi)]~1 must therefore be a basis for Vo. To show that this 
basis is in fact orthonormal involves a computation. Let i denote K~(Z - 
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Thus, {f_S, j&Y 1 is an orthonormal basis for VO. ??
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose U, W, u’, and W’ are subspaces of V. Then, 
there exists a unitary map Q : W + V such that Q(U) = OJ’ and Q(W) = W’ 
if and only if each of the following is true: 
(a) dimU = dimU’; 
(b) dimW = dimW’; 
Cc> the W,W q se uence is the same as the (LJ’, W’) sequence. 
Proof. If Q exists, then obviously dim U = dim u’ and dim W = dim W’. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that Paer = Q*gU,Q and ~3’~ = Q*YI,,Q. Thus, 
Q*~w4+%v~Q = (Q*~b~lQ)(Q*gerlQ)(Q*~~lQ) =~‘,~w%w- 
Since Q* = Q- ‘, this implies that Pw,Pr,, 9wr and 9w9U9w have the 
same characteristic polynomial. Therefore, the OJ, W> sequence is the same 
as the ULJ’, W’) sequence. 
Assume conversely that (a), (b), and (c) hold true. We must demonstrate 
the existence of the unitary map Q. The construction involves a restriction 
and several extensions. We let T,,,, denote 9dw~9UP9aw~, and let T,f,l 
denote the restriction of T,,,, to W’. Let Z’, PO, X’, XL, and VA be defined 
with respect to u’ and W’ in the same manner that Z, Z,, M, X,, and VO 
were defined with respect to 111 and W. 
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That the CLJ, VW) se q uence is the same as the (IJ’, W) sequence implies 
that_there exists a unitary map Q : W -+ W that maps each of the eigenspaces 
of LO isomorphically onto the corresponding eigenspace of fU,,,, that is? 
there exists a unitary Q : W + W such that @*Tugwto = fu,. In particular, Q 
must bijectively map U C-J IvV onto u’ n VW’, Z, onto rO, and VV ’ @(VW n 
UJ ‘) onto (VW’)’ d [VW’ n (U’)‘]. Let Q denote the restriction of Q to H. 
Thus, Q is an inner product preserving isomorphism from Z to z’. By 
Lemma I2 we have 
dimW = dimW’ +dimW n UJ’ +dimi2 (4.3) 
and 
dimW = dim[(W’)‘] + dim[VV’n (V)‘] + dimH (4.4) 
But dim VV = dim VW’, so dim VW ’ = dim[(VV’) ‘I. Moreover, dim B = dim Z’. 
Therefore, (4.3) and (4.4) imply that W n U ’ and VW’ n OLJ’) * have the 
same dimensions, that is, the nullspace of T,, has the same dimension as the 
nullspace of T,,,,. We may therefore extend Q to an inner product preserv- 
ing map from W to W’ by requiring that Q map the elements of an 
arbitrarily chosen orthonormal basis for VW n U’ to the corresonding ele- 
ments of an arbitrarily chosen orthonormal basis for VW’ n (UJ’)  . This 
extended Q is still unitary. Moreover, by construction we have Q(VV) = W’ 
and Q* T,,,,Q = T,, . 
The tricky part is to extend Q into VW ’ in such a manner that Q(LJ) = u’. 
We shall effect this extension in two steps. First we shall extend Q to VW + UJ 
in such a manner that VW + U is mapped to VW’ + UJ’. Suppose y E VO and 
uEUnVV*. Then, by Lemmas I3 and 14, there exists a z E 22, such that 
y = (I -9,).9r_,(z); hence, 
(yd =((I -~w)ql(~>7~) =(9&>,(Z -Pw>(u>) 
=(~yau<z),u) =(&9&q) = (z,u> = 0, 
since z E VW and u E VW * . Thus, V,, and LJ n VW’ are orthogonal sub- 
spaces. In particular, the sum VO + (U n VW ‘> is direct. Therefore, since 
U=X,~(aJn7)~(~n~~),wehave 
k+(u) = (z -9w)(u> = (I -9w>(x,> + (z -9w)(u n VP> 
= (z -9w)(X,) + (UJ n Wl) = V. a3 (V n Wl). 
Thisimpliesthat~++==~V~~(Un7~). 
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Since the spaces VW, V,,, and U n VW’ are also pairwise orthogonal, we 
will effect our extension by defining Q first on Va and then on U n VW ’ . Let 
v denote the dimensions of Z,, and let r denote the dimension of UJ f~ VW. 
Let {fJ~= 1 be an orthonormal basis for VW consisting of eigenvectors of T,, , 
and let A,, A,,..., A, be the associated eigenvalues. We assume that LjJ”‘, 
is an orthonormal basis for ha, {jJ?J,‘+ 1 is an orthonormal basis for U n W, 
and UXv+r+~ is an orthonormal basis for W n UJ' . Thus, Ai = 1 if 
v+lgigv+r,and h,=Oif v+r<igq.Let{f~)~El bethecorre- 
sponding orthonormal basis for VW’, that is, f;l = Q(J) for each i such that 
1 Q i Q q. This of course implies that {f,‘}y= r is an orthonormal basis for Hb, 
Ifi’I,lL+,‘, 1 is an orthonormal basis for UJ’ n W', and (fl}f= ,,+,.+ 1 is an or- 
thonormal basis for W' n (u')' . We have 
UJ=(UnW)aa(UnWL)@M, and 
V=(V nW)o[Un(W)']a3M',. (4.5) 
But dim@ n W> = dim(lLJ’ n W'), and dim U = dim u’. Moreover, Lemma 
13 and the existence of the original Q imply dim XL = dim P0 = dim Z, = 
dimX, = v. Therefore, (4.5) implies that dim(LJ n W '1 = dim[U’ n 
(W'>'l. Let s denote dim@ n W '). Let fi = K~(Z -9’w)9u(fi) for 1 G i 
Q V, where K~ = [A,(1 - A,)]- ‘I2 for 1 Q i < v. Similarly, we let 8 = Ki(Z 
-9&9&V f or each i such that 1 < i < v. We choose arbitrary or- 
thonormal bases (f;:){T;+ r and (f}iy2y”+l for UJ n W' and UJ'_n (WY , 
respectively. We now extend Q to LJ + W by requiring that Q<fi) = 8 for 
each i such that 1 Q i < v + s. Since (U + W)' has the same dimension as 
(V + W’)’ ) we extend Q to a unitary map from V to V by mapping the 
elements of an arbitrary chosen orthonormal basis for (U + W)' onto the 
corresponding elements of an arbitrarily chosen orthonormal basis for (V + 
W’), . 
The map Q has finally been defined on all of W. Moreover, Q is unitary 
and Q(W)= W'. Th ere remains the problem of showing that Q(U) = RJ’. 
We shall achieve this goal by choosing a convenient orthonormal basis for U 
and showing that Q maps each element of this basis into u’. For each i, 
1 < i < V, let ei denote A,: “29U(fi). By Lemma 13, {ei}y’ 1 is an orthonor- 
mal basis for X,. Since OJ decomposes into the orthogonal direct sum of the 
subspaces X,, 111 n W, and U n W ' , the set {e,>:_ 1 u {fi}iy_+yT+ 1 U {f)cyS+ I 
is an orthonormal basis for U. We already know that Q maps U n W 
isomorphically onto u’ n W'. This immediately implies that Q<fi) E 111’ n 
W' c U' for each i such that Y + 1 Q i < v + r. Moreover, Q<f;:) =x E U’ 
for each i such that Y + 1 Q i < v + s by the definition of Q. To complete 
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the proof we must show that Q(ei) E u’ for each i such that 1 < i < V. Let 
e! denote A,~‘/~9,(f~), 1 Q i Q v. Then, by Lemma 13, {e:)F=i is an 
o’rthonormal basis for XL. We will show that in fact Q(e,) = e: for each i, 
1 < i < V. We have ei =&(e,) + (I -L@wXei), so Q(ei) = Q9’JeJ + 
Q( Z - Sw)(ei). But Q9,,9@‘w =9%,#‘o19wfQ; therefore 
Moreover, 
Q( Z -Pw)(ei) = Ai"2Q( I -Sw)9’u(fi) = ( Ai'2Ki)-1Q(J) 
= (1 - A,)1’2A = A,"2( Z -S,~)~,(fi’) 
= (I -ZPwv)(e:). 
Combining, we obtain 
Q(ei) = Q9”,(ei) + Q( Z -Pw)(ei) =Pwg(ej) + (I -Pwl)(e:) = e:. 
This completes the proof. ??
5. EXTERIOR PRODUCTS, SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS, PROOFS 
Throughout this section we consider a generic A = [aij] in X”, and a 
fKed positive integer k < n. For each such A there exist vectors 
xi, x7_, * * * > x, inVsuchthat A=Gr(x:,x~,...,x~),wherethemapx-+ 
x* from V to V* is defined according to x*( y) = ( y, x > for each y E V. 
We let W and IJ denote the subspaces of W generated by {xi):= 1 and 
(xilf=k+i, respectively, we let v = minIdim UJ, dim VW}, and we let { ~J~= 1 be 
the (IJ, W) sequence. 
Of course, the vectors {xi}:= i are not unique, but if yi, y2, . . . , yn are 
also members of V such that A = Gl( y:, yx, . . . , yz), then there exists a 
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unitary map Q : W + V such that Q( x,) = yi for each i such that 1 < i < n. 
Thus, if we let VW’ denote the subspace generated by (yJ,!= i and let U 
denote the subspace generated by (~~}/=~+i, then the pair (U’, W’) is 
equivalent to the pair (UJ, W); hence, Theorem 5 implies that the (U, VW) 
sequence is the same as the (IJ’, VW’> sequence. In other words, the numbers 
pi, p2, . . . , p, are independent of the choice of a sequence zi, zs, . . . , z, 
such that A = GrizT, z,*,..., zx). Thus, given an A ~3~ and a positive 
integer k such that k < n, we may refer to the (k, A) sequence, 
pi, puz,. . . , pn, without ambiguity. Moreover, the integer Y is the lesser of 
rank Atkl and rank ACk). 
In the course of our presentation we will obtain various fomulas related to 
the Fischer inequality including 
det A = (det Alkl det ACk’) $fi (I - /.L~), (54 
which holds for all A E q. Among the immediate consequences of (5.1) is 
the Fischer inequality itself, for, on account of Lemma 9, we know that 
0 < pi < 1 for each i such that 1 Q i < n. Thus, 
det A = (det Alkl det ACk’) fi (1 - pi) Q det Atkl det ACk’ (5.2) 
i=l 
for each A E Zn. It is obvious from (5.2) that the Fischer inequality reduces 
to equality if and only if one of Aikl and Ack’ is singular, or pi = 0 for each i 
such that 1 < i < n. Thus, Lemma 12 implies that if neither Ark1 nor ACk’ is 
singular, then equality results in (5.2) if and only if Jy(T,,) = VW n U ’ = VW, 
that is, VW z IJ’ . In other words, if neither ALkl nor ACk) is singular, then 
det A = det Atkl det A ck) if and only if aij = 0 for each i and j such that 
1 < i Q k and k + 1 < j < n. Thus, we have the condition for equality in 
the Fischer inequality, namely that det A = det Atkl det Ack) if and only if 
one of ALkl and ACk) is singular, or aij = 0 for each i and j such that 
1 < i < k and k + 1 < j Q n. Of course Theorem 1 refines and extends the 
inequality of Fischer. 
If 9 is a positive integer and 1 < t Q 4, then by T4, t we shall mean the 
normalized elementary symmetric function defined on @4 by 
If t = 0 then ‘Ig, t is defined to be the constant l-function, while if t > q it is 
defined to be the zero function. Recall the definition of the groups Gk, 
0 < k Q n, and the antisymmetrizers ck and c;. Let ek denote ckc;. 
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In the following we relate the matrix functions [ Li_ ,I(*) to the elemen- 
tary symmetric function T,, t defined on Ck. Note, however, that if t < k < n 
andCLj=Owheneverk<jgn,asisthecaseif~.,,~.,,...,CL,isa(k,A) 
sequence, then we have 
n 
( 1 t 
%,t(PL1>PL2>“‘&) = ~T,,,(P,4+4%)* 
( i t 
This observation could be used to rewrite (5.3) below. 
THEOREM 6. Zf n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and 
A = [aij] is a member of &“, with (k, A) sequence pl, pz,. . . , P,,, then 
[ Li_t]( A) = ( -l)f(det Atkldet Atk’)T,,,( pl, Pi,..., ok) (5.3) 
for each t such that 0 Q t < k. 
Proof. If min{k, n - k] < t Q k then Li_ t = 0, and T,, t( /_Q, /.L,, . . . , 
pk) = Obypart(b)ofLe mma 10; thus, (5.3) is true if min{k, n - k} < t < k. 
Henceforth, we assume 0 < t < minIk, n - k]. 
As above, we let {xi),?= 1 be members of V such that A = 
Gl(xT, x;,..., xz >. However, to simplify notation we shall let q denote 
n - k, and let yi denote xkfi for each i such that 1 < i Q q. Then 
A[~] = Gr(x:, xx,. . . , x:> and ACk) = Gl( y:, yz, . . . , y;). Let VV denote 
the subspace of W spanned by x1, x2,. . . , xk, let U be the subspace of V 
spanned by yr, ys, . . . , yg, and define T,, to be 9W9r,9W as in the 
previous section. with these definitions the (U, VW) sequence pl, pz,. . . , /.L” 
is the same as the (k, A) se q uence. We also make the following definitions: 
x= 
Y= 
Observe that 
Ek(X@ Y) = 
= 
,g Ga)a(X Q y> 
[k!(:.-k)!](x; Ax; A--Ax;)@((Y; Ay; A--Ay,*) 
[k!(n - k)!] B @ C. 
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Thus, (3.5) and Lemma 3, in conjunction with the fact that ??k is Hermitian, 
imply that 
= (-l)‘((Ep;Ek)(X QD Y), x 8 q 
= (-l)yo~E,(X@Y),Ek(X@Y)) 
=(-l)“[k!(n-k)!]yo,k(B@c),B8C), (**) 
where, as above, p(t) = (k - t)!(9 - txt!)‘. Hence, if the vectors 
x1, x2>..., xk are linearly dependent, then B = 0 and det Ark1 = 0, so both 
sides of (5.3) reduce to zero. Similarly, if the vectors yr, yz, . . . , yQ are 
linearly dependent, then C = 0 and det A (k) = 0, so both sides of (5.3) again 
reduce to zero. Equation (5.3) is therefore correct in either of these cases. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that {x1, x2,. , . , xk} and {yr, y2,. . . , ys) are 
linearly independent sets, and we let {eJF= r and <fjy= r be orthonormal bases 
for VW and U, respectively. This, of course, implies that v = min(k, n - k}. 
Let N, denote the k X k matrix of inner products ( x:, ey >, and let N, 
denote the 9 X 9 matrix of inner products ( y*, f;* >. Observe that Atk] = 
N, NT and Ack) = N2 N,*. For the rest of the proof we regard t as being a 
fmed nonnegative integer not exceeding Y, and we extend {e,, e2, . . . , ek} and 
r_Lf2,....f,I to orthonormal bases {e,, e2,. . . , e,} and {f,,f2,. . . ,fn} for V. 
We let SV denote 4, that is, % is the set of all increasing functions from 4 
to 3,. By 7 we shall mean 4, and W we shall mean x. We let E and F 
denote eT A ez A 1.. A e: and f;” A fz A *-* A f;, respectively, and if 
t E 9 then we let EC denote e:(r) A eF(,) A *a* A eFct,, and we define F, 
analogously in case 7 E 7 or q E w. A well-known computation reveals that 
B = (det N,)E and C = (det N,)F; hence, 
But, as noted above, ALk] = N, NT and Ack) = N, N,*. Therefore, 
(o:(B @ C), B 8 C) = (det Atkldet Ack))( to,k(E 8 F), E @ F). (5.4) 
We shall continue our efforts with an analysis of ( o:< E @ F), E Q F ). 
Recall that if 5 E %/, then by e* we mean the unique increasing function 
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with domain -U;/z and range Yn/3’( 5 1; thus, if 5 E Z?, then 5 U 6 * is a 
member of S,. First, note that we have the companion equations 
(5.5) 
These formulas may at first sight appear suspect, since the right sides are not 
obviously alternating. Nevertheless, they are correct and not difficult to 
obtain. We omit the proofs. The ‘I * ” have been placed oppositely in the 
above formulas for the sake of convenience. To decrease the length of 
forthcoming expressions we denote 4 5 U &* ) and ~(7 U q* ) by E( [> and 
t(n), respectively. Moreover, we let y denote the product (t, t + l)(t - 1, 
t + 2) *** (1,2t) of transpositions. From (5.5) we obtain the identity 
where K, = 
[i Ii )I k ’ ‘. But t t 
which is obviously zero unless t* = CI .+ and 77, = /II *, that is, unless 5 = CY 
and n = /3. But, if t* = (Y* and q* = /3*, then (EC*, Em*) = [(k - t)!]-’ 
and ( Fv,, Fa, ) = [(q - t)!]-‘. Thus, the long summation above reduces to 
Kk-v(q-wl ~~~~~(Y(E*QF,),E*QF,). 
Therefore, 
Z+.$(E@F),E@F) = c ~(Y(E+,),E+,~, (5.6) 
.$EZ 7rE.Y 
where K, = (k - t)!(q - t)!. 
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We now fuc 8 E % and 71 E Y and consider ( y(E, Q F,), E, 63 F,). In 
fact, let D, and D, be arbitrarily alternating members of X,,(V). Letting Q, 
denote the set of all functions from 3 and -r”,, we have 
= Q $y(Dl @ D,)(e,++> (Dl @ D2)(ed,d 7 
where, if H E Tt,(V) and 6 E @, then H(e&) denotes H(e,(,), esc2), . . . , esct,>. 
If 6 E a’, then we define s’ by 6 0 L, where L is the member of S(q) defined 
by b(j) = t - j for _each j E-U;; thus, if we think of S as the sequence 
61, 62, * - *, St, then 6 is the sequence S,, 8, _ i, . . . , S, obtained by reversing 
the order of the terms of 6. Note that if CY, /3 E @ then 
Y(D, @ Dz)(% 7 ep> =D,(e@2(eG) = DdepsL)D2(ea.J 
= [4L)12DI(ep)D2(ea) = 4(ep)4(ea). 
Therefore, 
b(Dl @ D2)7 D, @ DJ = c c Dl(e/3Pz(ea) Dd%>D2(%?) 
crE@ BE@ 
= I( D,, D,)?. 
Thus, for each 5 ??4 and q E 4 we have ( y(E, @ F,,), Et 8 F,, > = 
I( Et, F,)12. Therefore, (5.6) implies that 
&(o,k(E@F),E@F) = c c I(Ef,F,)12. (5.7) 
&% lrEY- 
We extend the orthogonal projection ~9’~ to the spaces Ur,<n/>, where 
r > 1, by requiring that 9o(Z), where Z E U,.,(V), be the member of U,.,(V) 
such that 
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for each zl, ~a,..., z, in V. The extended YU is also an orthogonal 
projection. Moreover, if zl, z2,. . . , z, E V, then we have 9,(z: 0 zz 
8 .*a 8 zg> = (~,,a~)* o (.YF~z~)* 8 *** 8 (9’UzJ*, and 9JzT A zz 
A *** A 2;) = [9’&,)p” A [9&,)]* A **a A [c+$,(z,)~. 
Let M denote the k X k matrix such that Mij = (ei, S,(ej)) for each i 
and j such that 1 < i, j Q k, and observe that M represents the map 
T,, : VW + VV with respect to the basis {ei}:= 1. Thus, if we arrange the 
eigenvalues of M in nonascending order, respecting multiplicities, then we 
obtain the first k terms of the (k, A) sequence /.Q. p2,. . . , pn. Of course, 
the last n - k terms are all 0. Since gdu has been extended to the sptces 
U,.(V), it is defined on V*, which is just U@>. We may therefore define M to 
be the k X k matrix of inner products (e?, 9JeT)). Note that for each 
II E V we have flu = (gJv))*; so, for each i, j EYE, we have 
tiij =(er,.P,(ei*)) =(e,,(P,(e,))*) 
=(gu(ej),e$ =(ej,B,,(ei)) = Mji. 
Thus, i+? is the transpose of M, so M and 6 have the same characteristic 
polynomial. Bearing in mind the relatinship between the elementary symmet- 
ric functions, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial, and the sum of 
the determinants of the principal submatrices of a given order, we obtain the 
equality 
We will continue our proof by analyzing the terms I( E,, Fq > 1’ that appear 
on the right side of (5.7). The set {fiF, : 7 E W) (recall that FV denotes Yn’> 
is an orthonormal basis for the alternating subspace of Ut,(V). Observe that 
90(FV) is either F,, or 0 according as n E 7 or n E w/Y; hence, if 5 E ‘Z!, 
then 
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Therefore, by (2.5) and (5.8), we have 
c c I( = (t!)-’ &( Er,9,(Ec)) 
&V TjEY E 
To simplify the last few steps we let 
k 
u. = 0 t PWT a1 = [k!q!]p, 
a2 =K,= ‘tz’ 
(I( 1 
t 2(k - t)!(q - t)!, 
and a3 = (t!j2. Upon combining (* *I, (5.4), (5.7>, and (5.9) we obtain 
aoul[L:_,]( A) = (-l)“(o,k(B 8 c>, B @ c) 
= (- l)f(det Arkldet Atk’)( o,“( E @ F), E 8 I$ 
= ( -I)‘(a2)-‘(det ALk]det Ack)) c c ((Et, $)I2 
&iv 7)EY 
= ( -l)t(a2a,)-1(det Afkldet ACk)) c fi p 
[EYS’l 
S(S)’ 
Therefore, 
a,,a1a2a3[ Li_t]( A) = (-l)‘(det Alkldet Atk’) c fi CC~(,). (5.10) 
&%S=I 
But simplification reveals that 
Thus, (5.10) is the equation that we set out to prove. 
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Equation (5.1) is now easy to obtain. 
COROLLARY 2. lf n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and 
A = [aij] is a member of &“, with (k, A) sequence pl, p2,. . . , p,,. then 
det A = (det A[‘] det ACk’) fi (1 - p.) 1 * 
i=l 
Proof. If we apply Theorem 2 with t = 0, we obtain 
But Theorem 6 implies that 
[L~_~](A) = (-I)“(det Atkldet ACk’)?-‘,,,( CL~, Pi,..., /.+) 
for each s such that 0 < s < k, and each A E%. Moreover, det A = 
[E](A) = [yr,kK A) for each A EX~; hence, we have 
det A= (det Aikldet ACk’) k (-l)‘(~)~~,,(p,,p,,...,~~) 
s=o 
= (det Atkl det ACk’) th (I - CL,) 
= (det AikI det A’&‘) zfi ( 1 - pi) 
for each A E &“,. 
For further progress we require the inequalities presented in the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LEMMA 15. Suppose k is a positive integer, and pl, p2,. . . , & are red 
numbers such that 0 Q pI < 1 for each i such that 1 d i < k. Let I&, = 1, 
and, for each t such that 1 Q t Q k, let 
Then AqIIt > 0 whenever t and q are nonnegative integers such that 0 Q t 
+q<k. 
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Proof. If s and t are integers such that 0 < s < t, then we let 
where it is to be understood that if s = 0 then the first product is absent, 
while if s = t then the second product is absent. Obviously c$~,, t is nonnega- 
tive for each s and t. We complete the proof by showing that &,, t = k! V’ll-, 
whenever 0 < s < t Q k. It is easily seen that qt+,, t = k!II,; hence, c$~,,~ = 
k! VII_, in case s = 0, so suppose s z 1. Now, 
= C 2 t-l)’ C l!IPu.n(i) JfI,Pc7(i) 
CTES i k j=o qqj i=l e 1 
Fix n E4, and let x7 denote G’(n) U <T/LQ. Notice that the sets {a E 
S, : c&q,) =9(5N, as 4 ranges over e-‘+j, partition Sk. Moreover, each 
such set contains exactly (t - s + j)!( k - t + s - j)! elements; hence, letting 
bj denote (t - s + j)!(k - t + s - j)!, and letting q denote 4;ct-‘+j, we 
observe that 
CL,(i) 
1 
= 
t--s+_j 
which is clearly independent of 77. Hence, by (5.11), we have 
4s,,, = k! C ( -i)j141rI_s+j = k! c (-1)’ II,_,+j = k! W-I_,. 
j=O j=O 
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As suggested above, this, and the fact that &, t > 0 for each s and t, implies 
that V9 II, > 0 whenever t and q are nonnegative integers such that t + q < 
k. ??
We shall now prove Theorem 1. As was previously the case when 
considering expressions like V’&, k, V’qUk, and VrTk, UC pi, ps,. . . , &), it is 
to be understood that differencing is with respect to u not k. Suppose n, k, 
t, and q are nonnegative integers such that 0 < k < n and t + q < k. We 
must show that 
( -1)9V9k,dA) a 0 (5.12) 
for each A EZ~, and that 
det A = &,k(A) G &,k(A) G &,,(A) G *” ( J/k,kcA) 
= det Atkldet ACk) (5.13) 
for each A E X”. The inequalities in (5.13) follow from the general inequality 
(5.12) by setting q = 1, and the equalities det A = (cl,,, k(A) and $k, k( A) = 
det Atkl det Ack) have been demonstrated previously. It is therefore sufficient 
to prove (5.12). We shall consider the cases k = n and k < n separately. 
Suppose that k = n and A ~3. Then JI, k(A) = det A whenever 0 < z 
< k; hence, if q > 1, then 
V9’bt,k(A) = i (-1)9(~)~t+s,k~A~ 
s=o 
= ~$o(-l)9(~)detA=[1+(-l)]9detA=0, 
since 0 < s + t < q + t < k whenever 0 < s < q. Thus, (5.12) is correct if 
k = n provided that q 2 1. If k = n and q = 0, then V9$t, k( A) = det A > 
0, since A E x. This completes the proof in case k = n. 
Now suppose k < n and let A be a member of 3 with (k, A) sequence 
Pi> I+,..., CL,,. Then by Theorems 4 and 3 we have 
v”h,k(A) = [V9’J’rtk](4 = 5 (” +;“)[~:](A, 
s=t 
= k - f - q)[Lt+t](A). (5.14) 
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But, according to Theorem 6, 
[Lk,](A) =(-l)k-P(detAtkldetA(k))~k,k_p(&,&,...,~k) (5.15) 
whenever 0 < p < k. If 0 < s d k - t - q then s + t < k - q d k, so we 
may substitute (5.15) into (5.14) to obtain 
Vq& k( A) = (det Atk] det Ack’) 
(5.16) 
The change of variables z = k - t - q - s transforms (5.16) into 
vq&bf,k( A) = (- l)‘(det Atkl det Ack’) 
k-t-q 
x c C-1) z=. z(k-:-q)~k,q+l(p,.BI,...,ILk) 
= (-l)‘(det Atkldet A’k’)Vk-t-qTk,q( Pu,, Ps,. -. p Pk). 
Since both q and k - t - q are nonnegative, and (k - t - q) + q = k - t 
Q k, Lemma 15 guarantees us that Vk-‘-qTk, q( j.&i, pz,. . . , &) > 0. There- 
fore, ( - l)q V%,&, kc A) > 0, as required. 
6. CLOSING REMARKS 
The inequalities of Theorem 1 are analogous to inequalities for the 
permanent function that were discovered previously by this author [23]. If n 
and k are positive integers such that k < n, then for each A E%~ and each 
integer t such that 1 Q t < k, we define 
‘&kcA) = perA[5hlperA(51rl). (6.1) 
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If t = 0 or if t = k = n, then we define (t,k(A) = per A. Then according to 
Theorem 2 of [23], we have 
V95,,rJ A) 2 0 (6.2) 
for each A E%~, provided that 0 < t + q < k. By setting q = 1 in (6.2) we 
obtain the inequality 
1 
a c c perA[tlvlperA(51~), (6.3) 
which holds for each A E &“, and each t such that 0 < t < k - 1. Of course, 
the inequalities (6.3) are related to the Laplace expansion formulas for the 
permanent function in the same manner that the inequalities of Theorem 1 
are related to the Laplace expansion formulas for the determinant function. 
A generalized matrix function [A](*) is called an immanant if A is an 
irreducible character of S,. There have been many inequalities involving 
immanants discovered in recent years. A survey is contained in [22]. Other 
important papers are [6], [4], [S], [14], [17], and [18]. Inequalities involving 
other generalized matrix functions are considered in [24], [ll], [19], and [20]. 
Various conjectures and problems are presented in [I23 and [I3]. 
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